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I. Summary
Through heating the cooling liquid in the circulating system, the Series YJ fuel heater works
in burning-heat exchanging principle. It can be controlled by hands or automatically. The light
diesel oil which is adaptable to the ambient temperature shall be used as fuel. It can be started and
work normally above -40. The electric power is DC 12V or 24V, can also be 220V AC as the
rectifier be connected. The heater can be combined with the radiatordefrosterengine and
forms circulating system to supply heating for engine's low temperature startwindshield
defrosting and heating in the driving cabin.

II.Main technical parameter and application scope
Parameter

Item

Model

Rated Rated Rated
Oil Flowrate Weight
heating voltage power consum of
capacity (V)
of
ption water
(kW)
motor (kg/h) pump (kg)
(W)
(L/h)

Overall
dimen
sions
(L  W  H)
(mm)

Application
scope

640  330  383
(626  330  383)

YJ-Q35/2(H)

35

24

105

3.8

YJ-Q30/2(H)

30

24

105

3.2

YJ-Q28/2(H)

28

24

105

3

YJ-Q24/2(H)

24

24

105

2.6

YJ-Q30/2A(H)

30

24

105

3.2

YJ-Q27.9/2(H)

27.9

24

105

3

YJ-Q20/2B(H)

20

24

105

2.3

YJ-Q19.8/2BX

19.8

24

105

2.3

YJ-Q16.3/2A(H)

16.3

24

105

1.78

YJ-Q12/2(H)

12

24

105

1.24

YJ-Q10/2(H)

10

24

105

1.03

YJ-Q8.1/2A

8.1

24

105

0.85

15

510  190  254

YJ-Q8.1/2 B2

8.1

24

105

0.85

15

510  292  313

640  370  290 Heating for middle
26
5000

or large buses
military vehicles
640  370  328 and wind shield
(626  370  328) defrosting ;engine's
640  322  358 low temperaturestart
(626  322  358)
(626  370  290)

600  350  295
23 (600  360  295)
600  300  354
550  350  295

Heating for middle
vehicles and wind
shield
550  350  280 defrosting;engine's
(550  360  280) low temperature-start

(550  360  295)

21
4000
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Heating for
minibustruck
engine's low
temperature-start

III. Constructure and working principle (See sketch 1)
(
 ) Constructure
1. Driving and Rotating:
The core of the heater is a DC-electric motor. At one ending axle of the motor the
combustion-supporting fan (15) and atomizer (13) are installed; And at the other ending axle
is oil pump (2). All the parts are fixed on the Aluminum casing.
2. Fire box
The fire box (8) is welded of heat resisting alloy steel, which consists of the main fire
box (7) and re-fire box (9) ; The guide vane is installed at the front-end of the main fire box
to make air-eddy; The glow plug for firing inserts into the main fire box.
3. Water jacket
The water jacket (11) is a two-layer jacket welded of heat-resiting steel plate in which
the radiators (12) are distributed in radial direction to promote the heating efficiency. The
water jacket is a part of heating exchange system.

1. cover
2. oil pump
5. water-in pipe
6. glow plug
9. re-fire box
10. water-out pipe
13. atomizer
14. exhaust pipe
17. air-inlet
18. oil-pipe
21. water temperature sensor
24. ignition sensor

3. electric motor
7. main fire box
11. water jacket
15. burning air fan
19. casing
22. flow-control

4. guide vane
8. fire box
12. radiator
16. oil drip pipe
20. oil-feeding pipe
23. safety thermal cutout

Sketch 1 The working principle of the heater
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4. Water Pump (See Sketch 2)
The water pump is driven by an indepedent motor. Obtained through the inlet of the
pump, the cooling liquid enters the water-in pipe (4) via water-outlet, be heated and goes into
the main circulating system of the vehicles.

1. electric motor
5. vane wheel
8. "O"ring

2. water pump
6. rub-shim
9. wear-resisting ring

4. pump body
7. mechanical sealing
10. pump base

Sketch 2 The diagram of the constructure of the forced circulating water pump
5. Besides the above parts, there are supports and electric-controlling parts. Different
supports and electric-controlling are adaptable to different vehicles and other places.

(
 ) Working Principle
The electric motor (3) drives oil pump (2) burning air fan (15) and atomizer (13). The
fuel from the oil pump is transported into the atomizer through oil pipe (18). The atomized
oil mixes with the air obtained from the air-burning fan in the main fire box (7) and then the
mixture is fired by the glow plug (6), fully burning in the refire box and return. The heat is
transported to the cooling liquid in the interlayer of the water jacket through the radiators
(12) at the inside-wall of the water jacket. The heated medium begins to circulate in the
whole pipe system to achieve heating under the water pump's working. The burned waste
air is discharged out of the exhaust outlet.
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IV. Points for attention in assembling and installing
1. This serial heater is suitable for the following working conditions:
a. Environmental temperature:-4040
b. Temperature in system:  95
c. Pressure in system: 0.04-0.2MPa
d. Heating operation at high altitudes:  3000m
e. As the vehicle's speed (with the heater) is more than 100km/h, adjust properly the
burning air to assure its normal burning.
2. Choosing proper light diesel oil according to the environmental temperature.
Using -10# light diesel oil under ordinary temperature (or paraffin). The heater shall
choose the same type diesel oil as the engine in the diesel oil-automobiles. As installing
another oil box in dependently, the fuel shall avoid paraffin precipiton or frozen under
environmental temperature to keep fuel's normal supplying.
> Caution: The petrol as the fuel must be prohibited.
A. Obtain the fuel through the surplus oil outlet from the main oil box of the
automobile, or add one independent oil-taking connector for it; Or install another oil box
independently besides the main one of the automobile. The oil level in the oil box shall be
kept within  300mm of the core-line of the heater.
B. Choose Φ6  1 nylon tube as the supplying pipe from the oil box to the heater
(including the connector) instead of the rubber one. Improper-dimension pipe shall cause
abnormal oil supplying.
C. As the oil pump's suction is less than 400mm, the oil pipe's length can be 3.5m length from
the oil box to oil pump. For the autocontrol heater, the oil pump may fail in sucking fuel at first
firestart in the first operation; The heater shall be turned off and restart again; Generally the autocontrol heater can go to work normally at the second fire-start. The oil pipe shall be fixed sectionally
and protected, avoid flutter and wear in moving to keep oil supplying normally.
3. The burned waste air must be discharged out of the cabin. Leading the heat from
waste-discharging to other parts shall be prohibited.
> 4. Obtain the air out of the cabin, keep clear the burning air, and while

avoid mud-dirt's splashing on. As the heater be installed in a closed cabin
space, one more than 20cm2 slatted window shall be opened on the side
wall of the closed cabin to assure plenty of air-flow.
> 5. For safety and public health, the oil-drip pipe and exhaust pipe (or its
connecting pipe) shall be stretched out of the fastening plate of the heater,
to assure the waste fuel and smoke to be discharged out of the cabin.
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6. Keep cleaning around the installation area, no combustibles or explosive be found.
7. All the system pipes shall be kept clear. The sum of pipe section area is no less than
water outletinlet's section-area. To avoid more turns or zip zag; The system can be
connected with copper tuberubber tube or other pipe connectors; Sealing the connecting
side with glass cement. The machine (and water pump) shall be installed at the down-side
of the whole circulating system for liquid's circulating.
Auto-deflating valve shall be installed at the highest point of the circulating system.
For the engine's connecting system, this valve can be considered the water tankdeflating
valve of engine's radiator; For the self-forming circulating system, it is the water tankdeflating valve of the inner system.
8. The oil box and oil pipe of the heater shall keep a distance from the exhaust tube
of the engine and the heater to reduce or avoid heat-radiating over the oil boxoil pipes from
the heating parts.
9. After installation, inspect and check its electric-connectingfuel fillingfilling
cooling liquid in the circulating systembattery's voltagesealing at the oil connectors in
circulating pipes according to the introduction or diagram.
10. Open the valve at the pipe before the heater's start to avoid heater's overheating.

Caution: when filling in the cooling medium to the Circulating system,
open the deflating screw-tap and deflating valve; As no air emitting, close the
tap (deflating valve); Open the switch of the water pump, continue and fill it.
The cooling medium shall be antifreezing liquid or its water-combination
to satisfy its environmental temperature.

V. Maintenance
After winter's over, the heater shall be disassembled and inspected and washed.
Filling in the lubrication grease, sealing the outlet and inlet, putting it in a dry place. Adjust
it on ground before its installating in the next use season. Generally do not need extensive
repair during one use season. As sharp descending in heating efficiencyuneasy firing or
other faults be found, it shall be repaired at any time.
1. After a period of working, the glow plug shall be loosen down and cleaned out the
carbon deposit. Change new glow plug as the heating filament fused.
2. As low heating efficiency from more carbon deposit be found, clear the carbon
deposit in the radiator of the water jacket and the fire box.
3. Keep clean and clear in the oil boxoil pipe and filter. Wash them regularly.
4. Choose the environmental-temperature-adapted antifreezing liquid or its combination
as the cooling medium in the heater's circulation system.
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5. Regularly inspect the forced circulating pump's working. Repair it at once as water
leak at sealing or difficulty in turning be found.
6. Auto-controllerelectromagnetic valve and other electric elements shall be
maintained as the ordinary low-voltage electric applications.
The technical parameter of the auto-controller has been adjusted carefully by the
manufacture, no changing needed.
7. Generally the motor of the heater can work for 3000 hours without repairing when
abnormal working occures because of longer-period using or other reasons, please inspect
carbon brush's wear and bearing's lubrication. Filling in lubricating grease or change prerunning-in carbon brush as needed.
8. Start the heater three or four times in the period that the heater don't work five
minutes erery time.

VI. Auto-control procedure and function display
A: Auto-control procedure
1. Turn on the switch 1S, only the water pump begins to work, the red indicator lights. Turn
on the switch 2S, about 30 seconds later, the heater begins to work. Firsly switch on the machine
and oil valve concurrently, feeding oil for 5 seconds, then cut off; Connecting glow plug,
preheating for about 50 seconds, the machine and the oil valve turns on concurrently, the heater
begins to ignite. About 40 seconds later, the firing sensor shows firing signal the controller cut
off the glow plug, the heater enters normal working . If the firing sensor shows no firing signal
within 90 seconds, the controller shall turn off the machine and oil valve automatically. Preheat
the glow plug for 20 seconds, return on the machine and oil valve, goes into the second igniting.
YJ/H serial heater has the same operating as YJ,only adds some new function.
Turn on the switch 1S (water pump), the controller inspects itself, Fault is found,
then shut off the power.
 Turn on the switch 2S (machine), Inspect voltage of powerglow plugmotor
valveignition sensorwater-temperature sensoroverheating sensor, if some fault is
found, green HL2 flickering. No fault, the process is the same as YJ.
 In the working process, if the water temperature increase very quickly or the
temperature difference is more larger between water inlet and outlet, the green HL 2
filckering and the buzzer alarming.
Adding a control wire, the heater can work at a lower temperature (70 outfire,
60 re-fire)
2. As ignited, the controller cuts off the glow plug (Green indication HL2 lights), the
heater begins to work normally.
3. The water-temperature sensor (78 outfire; 65 re-fire) at the inlet of the heater
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auto-controls the cooling medium's constant temperature in the circulating
system. At 78 outfired, 3 minutes later the water temperature at inlet is still higher
than 65, the machine stops and the water pump continues to work.
4. Shut off: turn off the switch 2S, the machine and water pump continue to work for
3 minutes then shut off. Then turn off 1S, the water pump stops.

Caution: Turning off the general power of the automobile to stop the
heater is more dangerous, on which overheat would damage the heater.
B: Function display
. Opening the oil valve, after the heater ignited for 3 minutes, the firing sensor shows
no firing signal, the controller shall turn off the heater, the HL2 indicator flickering, f=1, shut
off the heater. Inspect all the sealing of the oil way and electromagnetic valve's capacipy.
 . The firing sensor shows firing signal, but flame out, another ignite begins. No
ignite within 90 seconds, green indicator HL2 flickering, f=2, shut off the heater, inspect the
fuel in the oil box.
. Lack in water or air-gathering in the circulating system cause overheating in the
heater. HL2 green indicator flickering, f=1 and while the buzzer alarming. Turning off,
inspect the discharge-output of the water pump and air gathering in the circulating system;
Inspect the water temperature sensor's capacity.
. Shut off, 3 minutes later the heater still fires, green indicator flickering, f=2 the
buzzer alarming urgently; after its working for 90 seconds, the heater still fires, the controller
shall autoturn off the main motor, but the water pump continues to work.

Caution: When arranging wire beam for the heater, it shall be kept far
away from the heat source of automobile and the heaer. And while closing
them with glass cement or in other way to assure the socket pullers
avoiding water-dirts. spraying, making all the connections seal.
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The dimension of the opening hole: 48.5  52.5

Sketch 3 The overall diagram of autocontrol switch

Code No.

Name

Type

Qty

Remark
1S switch, only

1S2S

Switch

HL1 HL2

Indicator

JK931-001
(002)

2

controllin water

2

HL1 red, HL2 green

pump's working

EH

Glow plug

DRS-06

1

R

Voltage-dropping resistor

DZ-1.0

1

YV

Electromagnetic valve

ZCT-3

1

M1

motor of water pump

75W

1

M2

Main motor

30W

SR

Firing sensor

1

SH

Safty thermal cutout

1

SL

Water-temperature sensor

FM

Buzzer

24V

1

FU

Fuse

BX2011

1
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1

95:1.108k 
65:3.021k 
78:1.577k 
35A
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Sketch 4(A) The circuit diagram of YJ auto-controlling heater (indicator controlled by cathode)
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Sketch 4(B) The circuit diagram of YJ auto-controlling heater (indicator controlled by anode)
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Sketch 5(A) The circuit diagram of YJ/H auto-controlling heater
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Sketch 5(B) The circuit diagram of YJ/H auto-controlling heater for YUTONG†

VII. Trouble shooting
In the event of faults, start by checking:
Defective wiring (shot-circuits,open circuit)
Corroded contacts
Defective fuses
Damaged electric lines, joints and connections
Physics damaged
Fuel in the oil box
Check fuel supply
In winter is summer diesel fuel still in the line
Damaged exhaust gas and combustion air piping
Faults description
Turning on Switch
but water pump no
working; Machine no
working

Analysis of Causes

Remedy

Main fuse fusing

Replace fuse filament

Block in vane wheel; faults in
main motor or motor of water pump
Faults in wire way or wrong

Inspect wiring and

wiring connecting

Repair

Block in oil pipe; oil lack in
the main oil box
Air leak at the connectors
Heater does not
ignite

Fails in turning on the
electro magnetic valve

Black Smoke from
the exhaust pipe

Fasten the jack on
the connectors
Inspect and repair
Clear

Lower voltage in storage battery

Charge or change

Faults in ignition sensor

replace

Weak in burning air

Adjust

Too much oil consumption

Adjust

More height above sea level,
Less cooling medium in the

Water pump leaks

Clear the oil way and fill

Block at burning air inlet

rare content of oxygen

Heater
overheating

repair or replace

circulating system (<10L)

Increase burnning air
Add and increase

Cooling liquid Fails in circulating

discharge the air

becaue of air-existing

out of the air valve

Lower flow in water pump

Inspect and repair

Mechanical sealing breaks

Disassemble and replace
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Faults description
Constant temperature
controlling failure 78
: off 65: on

Analysis of Causes

Remedy

Faults in controller

Repair or Replace

Faults in water-temperature sensor

replace

Cooling liquid in heat exchanger

discharge air and fill

fails circulating overheating

in cooling liquid

Faults in controller

Repair or Replace

Glow plug broken

Replace

Faults in oil pump

Repair or Replace

No oil in the oil tank

Fill in

Controlling
program failed
After Starting the
heater, for a while the
green indicator
flickering

YJ/H Serial Fuel Heater Flashing Code
Light duration-short pulse: 0.2 sec.
interval between short pulse: 0.2 sec.
Light duration-long pulse: 0.5 sec.
interval between long pulse: 0.5 sec.
Interval between short pulse and long pulse :1 sec.
F01 Ignite failure, 1 long-5 short
F02 Flame loss (5 times), 2 long-5 short
F03 Under voltage or over voltage of power, 3 long-5 short
F04 Overheating sensor alarming during working, 4 long-5 short
F05 Ignition sensor open circuit, 5 long-5 short
F06 Water temperature sensor open circuit or short circuit, 6 long-5 short
F07 Solenoid valve open circuit or short circuit, 7 long-5 short
F08 Motor open circuit or short circuit, 8 long-5 short
F09 Water pump short circuit, 9 long-5 short
F10 Overheating sensor open circuit or short circuit, 10 long-5 short
F11 Glow plug open circuit or short circuit, 11 long-5 short
F12 Flame not extinguished during delayed shutoff, 12 long-5 short
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VIII. Connecting of cooling liquid circulating system
In the following two kinds of colding liquid circulating system, the heater and water
pump shall be installed as lower as possible to achieve fine circulating.
If the circulating pipes are not in slant-up trend to the radiator of the cabin, then to the
radiator of the engine or replenishment water tank, the deflating valve shall be installed at
the highest point of pipe way.
The cooling liquid circulating's installation shall assure the temperature (of out-in
water of the heater) no higher than 10. At the first operation of new heater installation or
replacing the cooling liquid, please turn on the water pump, circulating the cooling liquid
in the circulating system, discharge the bubble.
1. The whole circulating system by the heater and the engine

The heater and radiator system must be connected with the inter
circulating system
2. Self-forming circulating system of the heater

In the circulating system, it shall be installed the expanding water tank
on which 0.4-2kgf/cm2 release-pressure valve be fastened.

1. heater
5. thermostat

2. deflating screw-tap
6. engine

3. water pump
7. radiator

4. valve
8. heat-exchanger

Sketch 6 The whole circulating system by the heater and the motor
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1. heater
5. expanding water tank

2. deflating screw-tap
6. deflating valve

3. water pump
7. heat-exchanger

4. valve

Sketch 7 The diagram of Self-forming circulating System of the heater

1. heater
5. defroster

2. water pump
6. air-channel

3. joint of the oil box
7. ceiling radiator

4. motor of automobile
8. radiator

Sketch 8 The diagram of heater Installation in high-level bus
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IX. Diagram of dimension and installation
1
 YJ series

Sketch 9 The diagram of dimension and installation of Model YJ-Q35/2

Sketch 10 The diagram of dimension and installation
of Model YJ-Q24Q28Q30/2
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Sketch 11 The diagram of dimension and installation of Model YJ-Q30/2A

Sketch 12 The diagram of dimension and installation of Model YJ-Q27.9/2
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Sketch 13 The diagram of dimension and installation
of Model YJ-Q20/2B(Q16.3/2A)

Sketch 14 The diagram of dimension and installation of Model YJ-Q19.8/2BX
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Sketch 15 The diagram of dimension and installation of Model YJ-Q12/2Q10/2

Sketch 16 The diagram of dimension and installation of Model YJ-Q8.1/2A
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Sketch 17 The diagram of dimension and installation of Model YJ-Q8.1/2 B2

Sketch 18 The diagram of dimension and installation
of forced circulating pump
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 YJ/H series
2

Sketch 19 The diagram of dimension and installation of Model YJ-Q35/2H

Sketch 20 The diagram of dimension and installation
of Model YJ-Q24Q28Q30/2H
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Sketch 21 The diagram of dimension and installation of Model YJ-Q30/2AH

Sketch 22 The diagram of dimension and installation of Model YJ-Q27.9/2H
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Sketch 23 The diagram of dimension and installation
of Model YJ-Q20/2BH(Q16.3/2AH)

Sketch 24 The diagram of dimension and installation
of Model YJ-Q12/2HQ10/2H
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Sketch 25 The diagram of dimension and installation of Model YJ-Q30/2W
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